Beautiful Oblivion is meant to be listened to with your eyes closed. Doing so allows meticulous dissection of each layer that blends seamlessly while still maintaining its independence. From brilliant and bold “Tapping Out” to funk-infused “Flexin,” Issues created an album that marks their most genuine output yet. Read more: Fall Out Boy, Taylor Swift blend on pop-punk “Sugar, Calm Down” mashup. Beautiful Oblivion is by far the most authentic version of Issues fans will hear to date, creating a sound that's far from manufactured. Reaching across a vast amount of genres and collectively uniting a wide span of fans, Issues' new album is just as inclusive as the message it portrays. Music is a medicine that resonates with everyone, no matter how you’re feeling when you listen to it. • Review essay – “Institutionalized Ignorance and Manufactured Oblivion: Reading Noga Kadman’s ‘Erased from Space and Consciousness from an Agnotological Perspective’” more. by Nora Stel. In her brilliant book review essay below, Nora (who holds positions at Maastricht School of Management, Utrecht University's Center for Conflict Studies, and the Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs, American more. institutionalized definition: 1. If someone becomes institutionalized, they gradually become less able to think and act independently, because of having lived for a long time under the rules of an institution.